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C ongress shall “promote the Progress of Science and 
useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors 
and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective 

Writings and Discoveries.”1 The first-sale or patent-exhaustion 
doctrine reflects the limited nature of patents. In Quanta 
Computer, Inc. v. LG Electronics, Inc.,2 the Supreme Court 
reaffirmed the principle that the authorized sale of a patented 
item exhausts the patent as to that item.

However, in the context of self-replicating technology, it 
is unclear how the patent-exhaustion/first-sale doctrine should 
apply. This is exemplified by genetically modified or transgen-
ic seeds. The patent-exhaustion/first-sale doctrine establishes 
that the authorized sale of a genetically modified seed exhausts 
the patent rights in that seed, so that the purchaser may deal 
freely with that seed. Yet, if the purchaser plants the seed, and 
thus grows a plant that generates seed, what are the patent 
rights in that second-generation seed? The Federal Circuit 
has concluded that the patent holder has full patent rights in 
the second-generation seed, so that the purchaser is limited 
under patent law as to what may be done with that seed.3 The 
potentially extreme results of this approach may be seen in 
Monsanto Co. v. Bowman,4 where a farmer who purchased 
second-generation seed that was mixed with other seed was 
found to have infringed Monsanto’s patents.

This article reviews the patent-exhaustion/first-sale doctrine 
and its application to genetically modified seeds and proposes 
that contract law rather than patent law should govern the 
patent holder’s rights after the authorized sale of an object 
embodying self-replicating technology.

Patent Exhaustion/First Sale After Quanta
Before Quanta, as a result of the Federal Circuit’s interpreta-
tion in Mallinckrodt, Inc. v. Medipart, Inc.5 and B. Braun 
Medical, Inc. v. Abbott Laboratories6 of United States v. 
Univis Lens Co.,7 it appeared that a patent holder can sue for 
infringement to enforce restrictions on the downstream use of 
its patents whenever those restrictions are included in a license 
or sales agreement.

Some trial courts and commentators have concluded that, 
after Quanta, a patent holder has no infringement claim to 
enforce downstream restrictions when a patented article has 
been purchased in a sale authorized by the patent holder because 
the patent rights in that article were exhausted upon that autho-
rized first sale. Contract remedies may still be available.

The Federal Circuit Pre-Quanta
The classic presentation of the patent-exhaustion/first-sale doc-
trine was made in Adams v. Burke,8 which involved patented 
coffin lids that coffin makers were licensed to incorporate into 
coffins and sell within limited geographic areas. The Supreme 
Court concluded that “while the right of [licensee coffin mak-
ers] to make and sell the coffin-lids [incorporated into coffins] 

was restricted to the circle of ten miles around Boston, the 
right of their customers to use the coffin-lids [incorporated into 
coffins] was not.”9

In United States v. Univis Lens Co.,10 which was the last 
time the Supreme Court considered patent exhaustion/first sale 
until Quanta, special lens blanks were sold by licensed lens 
makers to be ground and finished by licensed buyers into pat-
ented multifocal eyeglass lenses. The Court found that the sale 
of lens blanks transferred all patent rights covering finished 
patented multifocal eyeglass lenses because even though “the 
patent is not fully practiced until the [licensed lens buyer] has 
ground and polished the blank so that it will serve its purpose 
as a lens . . . the authorized sale of an article which is capable 
of use only in practicing the patent is a relinquishment of the 
patent monopoly with respect to the article sold.”11

However, in Mallinckrodt and B. Braun, the Federal Circuit 
applied the patent-exhaustion/first-sale doctrine only in the 
context of unconditional sales, so that a patent holder may 
enforce by patent law contract restrictions on downstream use 
of a patented article.12 Mallinckrodt involved patented medi-
cal apparatus marked with the notice “Single Use Only” and 
sold to hospitals. Hospitals instead transferred the apparatus 
to a reconditioner to enable reuse, and Mallinckrodt sued the 
reconditioner for infringement. The Federal Circuit found 
that “[i]f the sale of the UltraVent was validly conditioned 
under the applicable law such as the law governing sales and 
licenses, and if the restriction on reuse was within the scope 
of the patent grant or otherwise justified, then violation of 
the restriction may be remedied by action for patent infringe-
ment.”13 Thus, patent holders may by contract avoid the effects 
of patent exhaustion/first sale.14 The Federal Circuit confirmed 
this approach in B. Braun, which involved a medical valve 
sold on condition that it will be used for only one purpose. 
It stated that “[t]his exhaustion doctrine, however, does not 
apply to an expressly conditional sale or license. . . . violation 
of valid conditions entitles the patentee to a remedy for either 
patent infringement or breach of contract.”15

The Supreme Court precedent with the fact situation 
most analogous to that in Mallinckrodt and which therefore 
most clearly indicates that Mallinckrodt and its progeny 
were wrongly decided may be Motion Picture Patents Co. v. 
Universal Film Manufacturing,16 where a plate was attached 
to patented film projectors notifying buyers of the restriction 
of the use of the projectors to display only the patent holder’s 
films. The issue was “the extent to which a patentee or his 
assignee is authorized by our patent laws to prescribe by notice 
attached to a patented machine the conditions of its use . . . 
under pain of infringement of the patent.”17 The Court stated 
that “it is not competent for the owner of a patent . . . to send 
its machines forth into the channels of trade of the country sub-
ject to conditions as to use or royalty to be paid, to be imposed 
thereafter at the discretion of such patent owner.”18
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Quanta
Quanta involved Intel chipsets that were made under license 
from LG Electronics. Intel’s license stated that it does not convey 
any license under LG’s patents to Intel’s chipset buyers to use 
those chipsets with any non-Intel products. Intel must notify its 
customers of this. Quanta bought Intel chipsets and incorporated 
them with non-Intel memory and wires to make computers, 
without seeking any license from LG. Intel had notified Quanta 
that Quanta had no license from LG and needed a license 
before it may use the chipsets with any non-Intel products. LG 
sued Quanta for infringement. Quanta’s defense was that LG’s 
patents were exhausted when it bought the chipsets from Intel, 
and LG cannot sue for infringement or require Quanta to take 
a license. The Federal Circuit found that there was no patent 
exhaustion/first sale. The Supreme Court, in a unanimous deci-
sion, reversed and found that LG’s patents in the chipsets were 
exhausted when Intel sold its chipsets to Quanta.

The Court stated that “exhaustion turns only on Intel’s own 
license to sell products practicing the LGE Patents.”19 It was 
undisputed that Intel could not be sued for infringement for its 
sales to Quanta and the sales were authorized. “Intel’s autho-
rized sale to Quanta thus took its products outside the scope of 
the patent monopoly, and as a result, LGE can no longer assert 
its patent rights against Quanta.”20

The key point in Quanta may be: “The authorized sale of an 
article that substantially embodies a patent exhausts the patent 
holder’s rights.”21 This was emphasized several times in the 
opinion.22 The crux in the Court’s analysis is whether a sale is 
authorized.23 Whether a sale is authorized turns on whether the 
seller can be sued for infringement in making the sale.24

After Quanta
Some trial courts, notably in Static Control Components, Inc. 
v. Lexmark International, Inc.,25 have applied Quanta to hold 
that an authorized sale exhausts a patent. In Static Control, 
Lexmark sold computer printer cartridges at discount (prebate) 
on condition of single use and return to Lexmark. The terms 
are printed across the top of the cartridge boxes. Lexmark also 
offers cartridges at higher prices without the single use and 
return condition. Remanufacturers obtained cartridges from 
consumers who bought them at prebate prices. Lexmark sued a 
supplier of parts to remanufacturers of prebate cartridges.

After Quanta, the Static Control court reconsidered its ear-
lier rejection of a patent-exhaustion/first-sale defense because:

Quanta . . . represents a change in the law . . . because the Court 
reasserted a broad understanding of patent exhaustion in the 
face of Federal Circuit case law that had narrowed the scope of 
the doctrine. That Federal Circuit case law had been followed as 
binding precedent by the district courts, including this one.26

It concluded, “Quanta overruled Mallinckrodt sub silentio. 
The Supreme Court’s broad statement of the law of patent 
exhaustion simply cannot be squared with the position that 
the Quanta holding is limited to its specific facts.”27 Under 
Quanta, “[a]fter the first authorized sale to a purchaser who 
buys for use in the ordinary pursuits of life, a patent holder’s 
patent rights have been exhausted.”28

Therefore, “regardless of the fact that Lexmark may not have 
received the full value of its Prebate cartridges, after Quanta 

Lexmark may not invoke patent law in order to enforce its 
Prebate terms”29 to limit post-sale use of its printer cartridges.

A number of commentators also concluded that Quanta 
overruled Mallinckrodt on patent exhaustion/first use.30 
Thomas G. Hungar, who presented the United States’ argu-
ment before the Supreme Court in Quanta, concludes that:

Mallinckrodt’s “conditional sale” rationale is no longer good 
law. Once a patented article is sold or title passes by means 
of an authorized sale—i.e., a sale that did not constitute patent 
infringement by the seller, because it was authorized under the 
patent—patent exhaustion results, and any purported restric-
tions on the purchaser’s use or resale of the patented article are 
categorically unenforceable in an infringement suit.31

The Federal Circuit Post-Quanta
The Federal Circuit’s decisions since Quanta reflect a nar-
row reading of the Supreme Court’s reasoning. ExcelStor 
Technology, Inc. v. Papst Licensing GmbH & Co. KG32 is an 
indicator of that approach.33

ExcelStor made and sold hard disk drives (HDDs) under 
license from Papst. One of ExcelStor’s customers was Hitachi. 
ExcelStor and Hitachi separately agreed to pay royalties 
to Papst on drives covered by Papst’s patents. ExcelStor’s 
contract allegedly also required Papst to notify ExcelStor if 
any other entity was paying royalties to Papst on HDDs that 
ExcelStor manufactured. Upon learning that Hitachi was 
apparently paying royalties to Papst under an agreement that 
predates ExcelStor’s for HDDs that Hitachi bought from 
ExcelStor, ExcelStor sued for a declaration that Papst violated 
the patent exhaustion doctrine and that its agreement with 
Papst violated patent exhaustion, as well as for fraud and 
breach of contract. The situation differs from Quanta’s primar-
ily in the existence of an agreement between the patent holder 
and the authorized purchaser.

The Federal Circuit affirmed the district court’s dismissal of 
the action for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. “ExcelStor’s 
claims, which merely invoke defenses to hypothetical claims 
of patent infringement, do not ‘arise under’ the patent laws.”34 
The court stated that:

ExcelStor’s claims do not establish federal subject matter 
jurisdiction because they do not require resolution of a sub-
stantial question of federal patent law. The exhaustion doctrine 
prohibits patent holders from selling a patented article and then 
“invoking patent law to control postsale use of the article.” 
Quanta Computer, Inc. v. LG Elecs., Inc., 553 U.S. ___, 128 S. 
Ct. 2109, 2122, 170 L. Ed. 2d 996 (2008). ExcelStor’s amended 
complaint does not allege that Papst invoked the patent laws to 
control the post-sale use of the hard disk drives. . . . ExcelStor’s 
amended complaint alleges that Papst violated the patent 
exhaustion doctrine by “collecting two different royalties from 
the same patented product.” . . . But there is no federal cause of 
action for collecting royalties twice on the same goods.35

It is unclear that ExcelStor’s reasoning regarding the hypo-
thetical nature of the dispute is consistent with MedImmune, 
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Inc. v. Genentech, Inc.36 and Altvater v. Freeman.37 It is at 
least arguable that the requirement that Hitachi pay a royalty 
on HDDs it bought from ExcelStor is a post-sale condition 
that is unenforceable under patent law because of patent 
exhaustion. The question may be more ExcelStor’s standing 
to raise the issue.

Patent Exhaustion/First Sale in the Context of 
Genetically Modified Seeds
“[P]atent exhaustion is limited to the purchaser’s right to use 
and sell the product, and does not extend to the patentee’s 
right to ‘make a new article.’”38 Static Control exemplifies 
this distinction. Although Lexmark’s patents in its printer 
cartridges were exhausted upon sale so that buyers cannot be 
compelled by patent law to repay the prebate if they fail to 
return the cartridges after use, Lexmark still had infringement 
claims against remanufacturers of those cartridges.39

Holders of patents in genetically modified seed commonly 
prohibit seed buyers from using second-generation seed 
grown from the purchased seed to grow additional crops. This 
saved-seed restriction raises the issue of patent exhaustion/
first sale in the context of self-replicating technology, the 
patent rights over saved seed grown from seed purchased by 
an authorized buyer. Quanta is clear that the patent rights in a 
seed are exhausted upon its authorized sale. Is the saved seed 
a “production” of the patented seed and therefore an infringe-
ment?40 “When a self-replicating living invention is sold, does 
the purchaser have a right [under patent law] to reproduce that 
invention to make one—or thousands or more—copies?”41

The Federal Circuit ruled in Monsanto Co. v. McFarling42 
and Monsanto Co. v. Scruggs43 that patent exhaustion/first sale is 
inapplicable to saved seed. While Scruggs’s seed purchases were 
unauthorized, McFarling’s purchases were authorized, and the 
Federal Circuit found in McFarling that the saved seed restric-
tions were enforceable under Mallinckrodt and patent exhaus-
tion/first sale was also inapplicable because the saved seed was 
not the subject of any sale.44 Moreover, “[a]pplying the first sale 
doctrine to subsequent generations of self-replicating technology 
would eviscerate the rights of the patent holder.”45

The Supreme Court denied certiorari in both McFarling46 
and Scruggs.47 Therefore, patent exhaustion/first sale is inap-
plicable to saved-seed restrictions, unless and until the Court 
accepts a case involving self-replicating technology and finds 
that when a self-replicating patented object is bought in an 
authorized sale, the patent is exhausted in that object and in 
any object replicated from it.

Monsanto Co. v. Bowman
Given the treatment in Quanta of Mallinckrodt and B. Braun 
as well as in other recent cases of Federal Circuit decisions, 
the Supreme Court may overrule McFarling and Scruggs.48 
However, the denial of certiorari in McFarling was possibly 
influenced by the solicitor general’s brief49 opposing certiorari 
on the ground that McFarling was correctly decided on its facts. 
The issue would need to be presented in a different context than 
that in McFarling, perhaps in one similar to Bowman’s.

Bowman is a pro se defendant farmer with facts that 
the Supreme Court might consider in addressing patent 

exhaustion/first sale in the context of self-replicating technolo-
gies. Bowman bought:

commodity soybeans from a grain elevator for the purpose 
of planting and harvesting a second season crop. . . . [T]he 
majority of the commodity soybeans he purchased contained, 
by happenstance or otherwise, the “Roundup Ready®” trait 
patented by Monsanto. . . . Monsanto restricts the sale of seeds 
containing its patented trait to those farmers who agree to be 
licensed to a single use of the seed or its progeny for planting. 
However, the soybeans produced from a licensed crop are then 
often sold by the farmer to a grain elevator, which may or may 
not segregate the soybeans as “carriers” of the patented trait. 
The license under which a farmer is authorized to produce this 
single crop does not restrict his sale of that crop to a grain eleva-
tor, but does state that the farmer agrees “not to save any crop 
produced from this seed for replanting, or supply saved seed to 
anyone for replanting.”

After harvesting the crop he produced from the commodity 
soybeans, Bowman saved some of the crop for use in the next 
year’s second season planting and, supplemented by additional 
purchases of commodity soybeans (the majority of which also 
contained the Roundup Ready® trait), continued that process 
annually until this lawsuit was filed. . . . Monsanto claims that 
Bowman has infringed on its patent through the unauthor-
ized planting of the commodity soybeans which contain the 
Roundup Ready® trait and via each successive crop planted 
with saved seed and commodity soybeans.50

Bowman argued patent exhaustion/first sale occurred when 
the licensed Roundup Ready® crop was sold to a grain elevator 
without restrictions, so that when the licensed crop was mixed 
with other crops and sold to farmers like him who planted 
them, they were not protected by patent.51 Monsanto argued 
that:

[a]lthough the beans produced as a result of planting Roundup 
Ready® seeds belong to the farmer, the technology contained in 
the progeny still belongs to Monsanto and without authoriza-
tion, may not be duplicated through a planting of that progeny. 
In short, the progeny soybeans can be sold for any use other 
than planting, regardless of who is in possession.52

The court in Bowman noted that:

what is compelling about Bowman’s argument, and the 
reason why the court sought further briefing, is the effect . . . 
that Monsanto’s claim to patent protection for all soybeans 
that carry the Roundup Ready® trait has had on the ability of 
farmers to use commodity beans/seed to plant in lieu of buying 
beans/seed from Monsanto. . . . Monsanto’s domination of the 
soybean seed market, combined with the regeneration of the 
Roundup Ready® trait and the lack of any restriction against 
the mixing of soybeans harvested from a Roundup Ready® 
crop from those that are harvested from a crop that was not 
grown from Roundup Ready® seed, has resulted in the com-
modity soybeans sold by grain dealers necessarily carrying the 
patented trait, thereby eliminating commodity soybeans as a 
low cost (but higher risk) source for planting.53

Nonetheless, it found that McFarling applied and Bowman 
infringed Monsanto’s patents because the Federal Circuit there 
relied on the “fact that Monsanto had not sold the progeny 
seeds . . . to eliminate a defense based upon patent exhaus-
tion.”54 It stated:
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remedies under patent law relative to contract law, this may 
be an appropriate outcome, that an authorized sale triggers 
exhaustion/first sale, but contract remedies may be available 
because “enforcing post-sale restrictions on purchasers through 
patent remedies risks overcompensating patentees and . . . 
reasonable restrictions can be implemented readily and more 
appropriately through contract law.”63

Thus, a patent holder may license makers of objects 
embodying its self-replicating technology to sell the objects 
under contracts that restrict the disposition of second-
generation objects replicated from the purchased object, and 
enforce the restrictions under contract law. In a situation such 
as Bowman’s, Monsanto could have licensed seedmakers to 
sell seed embodying Monsanto technology on condition that 
the second-generation seed be either consumed or sold to 
buyers who agree to either consume the seed or isolate that 
seed from other seed and sell the seed only for consumption. 
Alternatively, Monsanto could require that second-generation 
seed be sold only to approved buyers who have agreed to 
Monsanto’s conditions. In either case, Monsanto’s remedy for 
breach of the condition would be only under contract law.

Conclusion
The reach of patents on self-replicating technologies needs 
Supreme Court attention. Bowman’s situation indicates that 
patent exhaustion/first sale should apply to free second-gen-
eration technology from patent claims, so long as the second-
generation technology was derived from self-replicating 
technology obtained in an authorized sale. Patent holders will 
still have contract remedies. n
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